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“active video area”, 10
alpha (α) angles 1 and 2, 26
aluminum backing, 9
aperture grill, 14
Aquadag, 9
area brightness, 40
ASCII terminals, 99

background raster, 101
bandwidth, 53
bar pattern, 74
barium oxide, 29
– style, 13
barium–lead glass, 8
beam landing angle, 65
bipotential, 23
black pedestal, 84
blanking, 101
Braun, Karl Ferdinand, 1
break-through voltage, 68
Briggs Test Pattern 4, 71, 75

cathode, 13, 21
– aging, 29
– drift, 32
– life, 30
color CRT mask, 14
commercial off the shelf (COTS), 83
composite sync, 99
composite video, 99
contrast modulation, 47
control grids, 21
coulombs, 41
Crookes, Sir William, 1
crosshatch, 72
cross talk, 102
current density, 33

DAC’s conversion rate, 86
deltoid, 21
Department of Health and Human Services

(DHHS), 11
depth of modulation, 56
DICOM Part 3.14 Grayscale Standard Dis-

play Function (GSDF), 25
dielectric properties, 9
digital visual interface (DVI), 88
dispenser, 29
– types, 13
drive fraction, 24
dynamic focus, 34

electron backscatter, 16
electron cloud, 21
Electronic Industries Association (EIA), 37
extent, 72

faceplate, 5
full width, half maximum (FWHM), 47
funnel, 5

G1 control grid, 22
G2 grid, first anode, 22
gamma, 24
Gaussian-shaped pixel, 47
Geisler discharge tube, 1
geometric distortion, 103
ghosting, 101
glass, dielectric material, 8
grayscale steps, 74

heater, 21
high-frequency stability, 73
horizontal pixel modulation, 52

iconoscope, 2
interlaced scan, 103
International Standards Organization (ISO)

exposure rate limit curves, 11
Invar alloy, 14

jail bars, 102
JEDEC, 37

Kasal, 17
Kelly Chart of Color Designations for

Lights, the 1931 CIE system, 38
kinescope, 2

lead-free barium–strontium, 6
line pairing, 103
lower gun structure, 22
luminance nonuniformity, 63

mask, 14
Maxwellian, 22
moiré, 15

National Information Display Laboratory
(NIDL), 49

neck tubing, 5
Nyquist frequency, 52, 75
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pattern burn, 42
phosphor efficacy, 38
phosphor screen weight, 45
pixel profile, 53
point of focus, 34
potash–soda lead glass, 6
progressive scan, 103

RAMDAC, 50
raster addressability ratio (RAR), 49
raster modulation, 68
ringing, 101
rolloff, 53

scandium oxide, 29
screen burn, 42
screen weight, 17
sequential scan, 103
shadow mask, 14
slot mask, 14
smearing, 101
Society of Motion Picture and Television

Engineers (SMPTE), 71
space charge, 21
spatial noise, 44
spot cutoff voltage, 22

static focus, 34
sweep circuit, 64
sync on green, 99

thermal quenching, 39
thermionic, 13
theta (θ) angle, 26
thin screen, 45
transistor-to-transistor logic (TTL), 100
triode, 22, 24

unipotential, 23
upper gun structure, 23
upper gun structure (lens), 28

variable gain amplifier, 68
vertical linearity, 51
video card, 83
Video Electronics Standards Association

(VESA), 71

Worldwide Type Designation System
(WTDS), 37

Zworykin, Vladimir, 2
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